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2-7-2017 
Woman’s Natural Resistance to Man’s Heart 

 
When the Heart manifests – more and more deeply – in a male body, Woman’s 

(Earthly) Resistance to Him becomes so incredibly strong that you will not and cannot believe 
this as long as you don’t feel it yourself in your own Body. It is so strong and powerful that 
we could call this resistance hate – hate in the sense of resistance to reality, especially to the 
painful side of life, to feeling pain, which is mirrored to Her when Man manifests Himself in 
Her world. In the end, the hate is not of a personal character; no one can claim it. It is the 
‘hate’ or natural resistance of the seemingly individual ‘stone’ to being undone, to be un-
formed, to (Consciously) return to the Whole. ‘Seemingly individual’, indeed. Does the fact 
that there is space between the borders of one stone and the next, make it an individual, make 
it a unique stone? The Natural Divine Fight between the Male Force and the Female Force is 
one between the Whole and the Part or the seeming individual, between the Formless and the 
Form, or, to put it extremely: between the Heart and the Stone. If the Male Force could ‘win’ 
the Fight, if that were possible, then there would be no (manifested) life any more as we know 
it. If the Female Force wins ‘too much’, life becomes unbearable, unliveable, without breath, 
inhuman, robotized, formed. The situation in which the Female Force is quietly Embedded in 
the Male Force, instead of being rampant, is something else. 

We may have learned or assume that Woman is in love with the heart. This is a 
painful illusion. At most Woman is secretly in Love with the Heart of Man – as long as It 
does not seriously Touch Her Earthly Realm, Her Domain of the seemingly individual Body 
with its seeming and individual interests, as long as It stays ‘safely’ separate from Her world. 
In fact, She would like to have the Heart available for Herself, to have Both worlds, the 
Female and the Male, Available. But this self-centredness is something very different from 
being – Selflessly (which is not the same as secretly) – in Love with the Heart. People are – 
and like to be – deluded. And the Female Force (in women and men) has a great interest in 
keeping things as they are in this respect, in fooling ‘Man’ into believing that She would like 
His Heart to finally and fully Manifest Itself. The Female Force Is the Deluding Force. In the 
past, in Buddhist circles especially, there have at least been a few people who had some 
insight into the thoroughly Deluding Power of this Force, even if they may have given it 
another name. Nowadays this insight is hard to find, perhaps even harder to be found on earth 
than in the past – in a world in which Ego thinks and claims it sees. If we don’t See the 
Deluding Force, if we don’t actually Meet it intimately, we are Blind, by definition. 

The reason why the hugeness of Woman’s Resistance to Man’s Heart is not Known is, 
of course, partly due to Her success in keeping this Resistance below the surface of what we 
normally perceive. It can also be said that, in the end, it is due to the fact that not much of 
Man’s Heart has ever managed to Manifest itself in Woman’s world. Men should be the ones 
who could do this, in principle – in theory, I would almost say. Men on earth, however, have 
always been slaves to the Female Force, even when, relatively exceptionally, noble 
manifestations of Man have been around. When (something of) Man’s One Heart – Woman’s 
(Duality’s) Natural Beloved and Enemy – Manifests on Earth She has to wake up from Her 
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half-sleepy unconscious state and Her consciousness is triggered to finally become active. 
Usually, this (uncomfortable) waking up – waking up from Her known fixed, stuck, formed 
state, in which Her Heart has become Form, body – is not necessary, because men, in their 
sleepy state, are already satisfied if they get some sex, like when you throw a piece of bone to 
a dog. The Man of the Heart, however, is not a slave to Her Sex(uality). He Sees-Feels the 
emptiness of it – empty as long as sex is not Embedded in Love, that is in Man’s Heart. He is 
not fooled and cannot be fooled. For His Heart is His Truth. His Heart cannot be Killed, even 
when throughout history people have killed bodies in which It manifested to such a degree 
that, apparently, was unbearable. 

What the Female Force – knowing that His Heart can’t be killed – does when it is not 
Embedded in the Male Force, is deafen the heart. Through that It also deludes the male types 
on earth that, on the grounds of the Constellation of Deeper Forces, are destined or could at 
least in principle qualify to be and embody Man, even though they’re the hardest to Kill. The 
tough guys who do not Feel much, who are not ‘bothered’ by Consciousness, are the easiest 
to Kill. Yes, the pictures and statues of Kali with skulls of men around her neck and corpses 
of men below Her feet, are not a nice intriguing folklore or art. If the art lovers only knew, if 
they’d only Meet the Female Force Fully Consciously… See the spontaneous laughter arising 
in (a) Woman when She sees a Kali (statue or picture). 

When an example of Man slips through somehow, and gets lost on his way to the 
slaughterhouse, the Female Force sees to it that It inactivates the Heart’s Power on an earthly 
level, since It Knows without knowing that the Heart cannot function on earth without 
Energy, without Body. Ruling over (and even as (blind)) Energy She withholds Energy from 
a man when – fundamentally – a man doesn’t submit to the rules of the game that She has set. 
His Body, in its purity of staying faithful to His Heart, becomes a kind of hell with all the 
suffering it has to bear now that it is no longer covered by a protective layer of Woman’s 
Energy. This, in itself, seems to be no problem. The Man of the Heart is not against Feeling (a 
lot of deep) Pain. Yet, it would shock you if you knew how far this can go, how deeply 
Woman inflicts Her Pain of Resistance to Man on the Man of Heart. One could say: as deeply 
as Matter resists becoming Spirit. Again, in people’s normal attachment to and dwelling in 
Unconsciousness, in their resistance to be shaken awake to reality, all this cannot be known, 
let alone be felt. 

The male slaves of Her (Sexuality) are rewarded by Her through the fact that they 
don’t have to (Consciously) Feel Her Pain and through offering sex, offering the slaves a 
body – a substitute – since they cannot Live the Body themselves. As Her slave they are 
impotent to Live the Body. A Man can only Live in and as the Body by Living the Heart. 

To maintain the status quo – by which the Female Force easily manages to make 
everyone believe that ‘man’ rules on earth (if this was so, who can finally show the Man in 
the so-called men who seem to rule, where is He?) – Woman’s Resistance and hatred for Man 
is passed on from one generation to the next. The next generation doesn’t need to be 
specifically educated in this respect, although this also happens a lot. Woman’s Resistance to 
Man(’s Heart) is automatically transmitted, often from mother to daughter, but also to her 
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son; and the transmission happens also from father to child, by the way: men resist Man’s 
Heart just as much and seemingly even more, although not as deeply, generally speaking. 

No one does this Resistance. It is a Force and it is as old as humanity and even older. 
Forces are not wrong, and it doesn’t in the least make sense – and would be childish or, 
rather, absurd – to blame them for Being Themselves. From a Consciousness perspective, one 
could say that this Impersonal Force of Resistance is related to the Force of Unconsciousness 
that ‘sees to it’ – with no one seeing or steering – that Consciousness doesn’t manifest Itself 
on earth. It’s a bit more complicated though. The Resisting Force is the Dividing Force. 
Divide and Rule is its motto. It is the Force that divides Unconsciousness and Consciousness. 
In the human Body this battle can, in principle, easily be noticed by the more sensitive person. 
A favourite segregation that the Female Dividing Force inflicts on the Body is located 
between the third and fourth chakra. But between other chakras – for instance and especially 
between the fifth and the sixth chakra – divisions (and the tendency to be divided there) can 
be felt as well. The latter division may for instance be noticed when, during a conversation or 
whatever, you’re suddenly almost without voice: there is an impulse to speak but nothing 
comes; (your) truth can’t or has a hard time manifesting itself in the presence of the 
perceptible resistance, whether this resistance comes from inside or outside. 

Without these divisions, the Female Force cannot rule on earth. What’s more, without 
the Separating Force, the whole of humanity, the whole earth wouldn’t exist as it does. This 
doesn’t necessarily mean that things will always stay as they are, that there can be no 
development in humanity’s consciousness that, gradually, ‘wants to’ sort of settle in the 
Body. It doesn’t mean that we could not become aware of these divisions and let them be 
transcended into the Whole, even though this cannot possibly be done by the Ego, by an act of 
good will. 

(The) Man who is Conscious of Woman, of Her Division-Protecting Force, can be, in 
principle, a motor for this development. Man usually doesn’t manifest Himself so much in 
men, however, since men Know without knowing that Woman will resist them like hell when 
they allow the Man in themselves. They, in their usual unconsciousness, prefer to be sexually 
received as a form. This seems to be much more relaxing – just like being dead is more 
relaxing than being alive. They don’t want to know that the Resistance of Woman to them is 
the case at any rate. They just unconsciously ‘choose’ to be unaware of the reality of 
Resistance and live in a dream about Woman and the Female Force. Woman, in turn, and 
once more, is split here. She is Drawn to the Conscious Man as He occasionally manifests 
Himself to a deeper extent in specific man-forms – the attraction of which is a Natural Force 
beyond Herself, even when most women prefer to stay as far away from Him as possible. Yet, 
She, as far as She functions as Her self, tries to have control over this, not to let this attraction 
come to its fulfilment. 

The Hindu picture of the many Gopis dancing around Krishna playing on his flute is 
certainly derived from an insight into the possibility of a deeper state of being – of Woman 
Allowing Her love for Man to outshine the relative importance of anything else in Her life – 
but at the same time not very realistic on an earthly level, as is usually the case with Hindu 
symbolism and in general religious symbolism. Religions have an almost inherent resistance 
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to Face-Feel Woman’s Earthly Reality, and prefer to focus on Man’s Free Shining world. The 
fact that this seemingly great world of Man – or at least the way it is depicted and hoped to be 
– is very separate from Woman’s world and therefore cannot Manifest itself truly on Earth, is 
a detail for a religion which would spoil the party for attracting people to its holy message. 
Only the Man Who Fully Addresses, is Wholly Willing to See the Whole Woman, is Holy – 
not (whichever) religion with its pictures, dreams and illusions. The Only Holy Person Next 
to Him is the Woman Who Lets Herself Be Fully Seen by Man’s Eye in His Heart, Who, in 
Her Love for Him, Lets all Her Resistance Be Seen and Melted in His Heart. 

Woman Is Duality. She is double in everything. She enjoys Her resistance to Man(’s 
Heart) and She hates it. The Conscious Man can Feel the Extremes of Woman and is not lost 
in the muddy and slimy soup in the middle. He respects the Whole, Both Sides. He won’t 
seduce Her into living (only) one side of Herself, the one that wants to be Open for and 
Receive Man. He Plays His role in Woman’s Duality but is not a slave of it. A man who 
Wants Woman to Open for Him is no Man (yet). A Man Meditates – Sees-Feels – Woman. In 
that Process of Selflessly Meditating Her inherently Painful Resistance – all the many forms 
that this takes – He discovers that She opens for Him, and closes again, and opens, and closes 
again; even though a deeper Opening of the Heart Itself is rare. He doesn’t interfere. He Sees. 
He Feels. He Loves. 

Woman is much more radical than you might expect when it comes to letting in Her 
earthly domain only the man-forms – forms, indeed – who have become part of Her, who 
have submitted themselves to pretending they respect the Game of Woman being Played on 
Her terms. Although, for instance aggressive men, aren’t really nice or even dangerous to a 
woman, this is – next to attractive – still less bad for the Earthly Status Quo that Woman 
defends than the Heart of Man that may manifest in a man. The aggression is ‘safe’ in so far 
as it is part of Her own world. Man’s Heart seems, as a Mirror, to destroy Her world as She 
knows it. This idea – or touch of an experience – is much more uncomfortable, or unbearable. 
Only Woman’s Heart Loves the Man of Heart, but Woman, (in so far) as She Exists as 
Separation from Man, cannot submit to this Love That would make Her Disappear as She 
Knows Herself, and would Make Her Part of Man, Part of What She Needs to Fight, to Keep 
off, at a safe distance. The moth of night should not Burn itself in the Light. Then the wings 
of Ego cannot freely fly any more and go after what it wants or thinks it needs. For Man’s 
Heart is the One Who Decides this in this case. There is no self any more that decides, that 
fools around. 

Woman says, or at least this was a common complaint of women in the past, that a 
man has difficulty binding himself to her – to her interests that is. On a deeper level, it is 
Woman Herself who cannot Bind Herself to Man’s Heart, to Love. Woman, however, 
pretends to praise the higher values in a man, love, wisdom, caring and so on. And it’s true 
that She Is looking for such qualities in Man-forms. ‘Looking for’, indeed. On the level of 
actualization, Woman is still determined to serve Her own lower interests. This is not as 
surprising as it may seem. The older parts of a woman take care of her reproduction, of 
sustaining humanity. This mechanism is situated in the lower parts of her Body. Other 
qualities in men are more important for her in this respect: providing safety, a sturdy body, a 
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good position in society and so on. In the first place the man should be rooted in the lower 
spheres, and it would be very nice if also something of the higher spheres were present in 
him. Beyond this structural preference for locating and defining ‘life’ (or, rather, what seems 
to be life) in the lower spheres, there is – and this is much related – an almost insurmountable 
resistance in Woman to Consciousness, that is: to let Consciousness Enter Her lower parts. 

And here we are. Here we have a most relevant – if not the – background for why, as 
many see and despite many attempts for improvement, there is quite a mess on earth, as 
viewed from a higher perspective at least: love, that can in principle freely ride on 
Consciousness, doesn’t want to break through on a substantial level – or, at best, in a higher 
part of the body of many individual people something is going on in this respect. Woman 
Allowing Consciousness in Her lower parts – instead of safely in the higher parts – is thus far 
a no-go zone. On one hand, Man’s Consciousness is not yet strong enough to Pierce through 
the Earth’s Resistance that Woman has always carried in Her Body and Heart.1 On the other 
hand, going naturally along with this, Woman defends Her territory with all Her might, as I 
have said earlier. Consciousness may praise itself for Its beauty, Its non-attachment or Its 
potential, but on an earthly level there are other rules governing ‘the show’ and determining 
reality. It takes a hell to Go Down and Consciously Feel the earthly realm in all its pain, 
slime, heaviness, lies and darkness. 

On an earthly level Consciousness Works slowly; it needs a lot of time to Burn 
through matter. In that sense we can relax, the hell on earth will still last a long long time. 

Still, when (more and more) men will finally wake up and wipe the sleep out of their 
eyes, when they no longer (merely or mainly) meditate on their own, original, state of Man, 
but thoroughly meditate Woman, the human being will be able to Manifest (at least ‘more’ or 
a deeper Touch of the) Heart in (and, ultimately, as) the Human Body. On this road, the men 
will first lose their self-image of supposed masculinity, if there is anything left of this at all. 
They will enter ‘the dark night of the soul’, once they start truly Loving (a) Woman… The 
time of escape and romance will be over. The Resistance of the Female Force will Be Met, 
right in the Heart. The resulting weakening of the whole Body will never leave His 
Consciousness any more, and will be part of His natural guide every single day. 

All this, writing about Woman’s Resistance to Man(’s Heart), doesn’t mean I have bad 
feelings towards the women who manifest, more obviously than others, a powerful resistance 
to Man. It’s true, however, that, once a man has become sensitive to the Female Resistance, 
it’s quite something to process all of it in an, inherently limited, human body. No, in principle 
I just show reality. This is part of my Love for Woman: Feeling Her, Looking Deeper in Her 
than what She, understandably though egoically, shows us on the outside. When the Whole 
Woman is, Finally, Seen She can, Finally, Relax – in a way, even though She stays Dual. 
Relaxing in the reality of Duality is at least more – or, in a deeper level – relaxing than 
holding on to the One on the level of the mind (or even on the level of Consciousness) while 
the Duality is raging in the dark and secretly ruling you. 

                                                
1 Men, for that matter, carry this powerful Female Force of Resistance inside them just as women do. 
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Yet, despite the fact that Woman on earth will have a hard time finding a Deeper 
Loving Heart for Her than as it has manifested as this ‘Body’ here, the Female Force doesn’t 
like me to write about Her Resistance to Man and His Heart. She has a strong preference to 
keep this earthly reality in the Dark. Nowadays, even more than in the past, I feel Her always 
looking over my shoulder, watching the Man in ‘me’, following what He is doing, how far He 
goes. She’s trying to manipulate me, for instance in seemingly subtly directing ‘me’ to 
formulate things in another, milder way. But She will never get Me, for I See Her, Always. 
The more Man I Manifest as this Body, the less Woman supports me, for the stronger the 
Mirror becomes, the stronger the Dark seems to become – even though My Heart simply 
gives Light and doesn’t and cannot make things ‘worse’. The Love She thought She has for 
Man, crumbles down in confusion, when She is confronted with the Radicalness of My Love 
for Her – Which means I See Her, which means this Man did not turn away from Her. 
Understandably, Woman wants to look at Man, not at Herself. But She will never See Man if 
She’s not willing to thoroughly Turn within and See Woman, See and Consciously Feel Her 
Own Resistance to Man. 

 
As long as the Resistance to Man’s Heart stays in the Dark, it will always be the same 

mess here on earth, with endless variations on the same theme. Man’s Heart is His Principle 
Contribution to Mother Earth. If Man is merely ‘degraded’ to building roads, being a 
politician and so on, Man will not be known other than as a slave, a slave of the Lower 
Forces. And Kali will laugh – in Pain. 

Woman’s resistance to Man’s Heart is not a luxury ‘problem’, or a side theme. It has a 
huge influence on how ‘man’ functions on earth. I, for one, remember how I got very clumsy 
when, on her request, I was so ‘kind’ enough to do several odd jobs in or around the house of 
the woman who was my partner at the time. She, understandably, wanted to have control over 
her house – and, in the end, also over (her) man, which is also understandable. In the 
circumstance of this separating distrust, I, as man, don’t function properly. It is as if I have to 
fight a huge resistant Form, indeed, while trying to perform my task – and this doesn’t easily 
go together. When the Female Force rules – or in my case ruled – in the house I felt always 
far away from myself. My energy was blocked and didn’t naturally flow to my limbs that, in 
that case, I need to order to do things that seem to be needed. 

Men who receive Woman’s trust only in the sexual sense of being sexually received 
but not their heart – perhaps justly so – easily destroy the earth in this cramp that is 
unavoidable in that case. When Woman is in Her own controlled world, and there is a form of 
substitute contact, a man, in this tension of separation, tends to do things in an aggressive – 
when he holds on to ‘energy’ – or in a clumsy way – when he lets go of ‘energy’, of the 
(repressed) fight between Man and Woman. 

In my case, fortunately, I only made big holes in ‘my’ woman’s lace curtains when 
she asked me to put out the candles before the windows and as a good boy I gave it a big 
blow. The house itself didn’t even catch fire. She didn’t let me pay for the curtains, for she 
considered it her own fault that she had given away the total control, had asked a seemingly 
clumsy man something and hadn’t thought of the possibility that he could screw up such a 
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simple task and blow the candle grease into the laces. It’s certainly true that not only my 
energy but also my consciousness functions very far from optimal when Woman, consciously 
or unconsciously, tries to rule and resists my Heart. 

If Woman cannot break through Her Resistance to Man’s Heart, Man can do 
something in this respect: by Going into Woman, that means by Meditating Her – which is 
not invasive. In principle, Man’s Resistance to Going into Woman is, as a mirror, as big as 
Woman’s Resistance to Man’s Heart. Man can easily submit to this stalemate, and thus far he 
is quite good at this. Alternatively, He can See that it is not a free choice of Woman to resist 
Man’s Heart and that, Beyond Her actual behaviour on Her own earthly level, She would like 
to Be in His Heart. He can See that She is tired of Her Duality. Man, when He has found the 
Man in Himself, doesn’t let Himself be discouraged by the hugeness of Woman’s Resistance 
to Man’s Heart. He’ll keep Meditating the burden as if this burden is in His own Heart. It is. 
He has Trust in the Force of Consciousness, in Himself. He is Trust. He will Show Woman 
that, Ultimately, it is He, That is His Heart, Who Rules Beyond having power, not She, not to 
mention Her male slaves. And even though the revelation of this may take a little while, give 
or take a few millenniums, He doesn’t make Himself a slave of Her Reception in the 
meantime. He Knows what He is Doing. Man is not only a Mirror for Woman, Woman is also 
a Mirror for Him. As long as She, in Her earthly practice, allows and prefers the men in 
whom the Man doesn’t manifest, who don’t feel responsible for Her earth, there is Work to 
do. Man was never against a little challenge. To Transcend Woman’s Resistance to Man’s 
Heart… 

 
So no, I’m not attached to sad endings. Staying faithful to my Heart ‘and’ to my Love 

for Woman, the woman I mentioned left me at a certain point. Helped by my mirroring Heart, 
she was – among other reasons – fed up with her own incurable urge to improve me in the 
desired direction – incurable, despite the fact that her therapist had tried to show her that this 
doesn’t work. She left and made space for the next ordeals of man and woman – a few women 
have tried in vain to be with the mirror of the Heart – which, only in the background, brought 
them closer. But then, and not without having thoroughly meditated (Woman’s Duality), the 
Man in me had to meet the Woman who could, after all, Receive Man’s Heart. Or, if you 
want, the other way round: She, through a new form, had to meet Her Man That She Knows is 
Her Heart. 

‘Man and Woman’ is not about fighting for power – as the Female Dual mode says – 
but about Recognition, as the One Male mode shows. He Sees and Recognizes Her – and (so) 
She Sees and Recognizes Him. 


